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Introduction
Terminology
User administration comprises two things:
User administration.
Access rights.
Below a number of terms are defined, which will be used throughout this guide:
 Master user: A user appointed to administer the creation of new users and the maintenance of existing
users, as well as the assignment of access rights.
 User. A person created under a participant and who is authorised to use vp.ONLINE™.
 Service. One or several transactions combined into a service package that – when allocated to a user - gives
the user access rights for the required business area in vp.ONLINE™.
A master user only has access to and the possibility of using the following main functions for the administration of
users:
 Add user (create a new user).
 Search user (show user access, master data and access rights).
 Select 4-eyes principle (can be selected for certain services ST20351 eg. vp.SETTLEMENT functions –
updating, ST20354 Transfers, ST20138 Import interest rates – four eyes, and/or ST20158 Tighter 4-eyes
requirement regarding dividends).
Via Search user, the master user can use the following functions:
 Display (displays the master data registered for a user).
 Rights (displays and edits rights for a user).
 Suspend (suspends a user's access).
 Re-open (re-opens a user's access).
 Close (closes a user's access).
 New One-time password (creates a new One-time password for a user).

Access to functionality
Access to functionality is via the User administration main menu, as shown in Figure 1:

Figure 1. Access to functionality via the"Brugeradministration/User administration" main menu.

This also includes the Search user, Establish user and Select 4-eyes principle menu items, which the master user can
select.
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Add user
To add a new user, the master user must use the Establish user function, which is found under the
Brugeradministration/User administration main menu and is displayed in Figure 2:

Figure 2. "Establish" screen.

The creation of a user takes place in 4 steps:
 User information
 Accepting the creation
 Access rights
 Accepting access rights
NB: This process must take place in one session.

User information
The participants for whom the master user can administer users are shown in the list under Participant. To create a
user, you must enter the user’s data. All fields marked with an asterisk (*) are mandatory and must be completed.
Selection of default language will only be displayed in this situation and will apply when the new user logs in for the
first time. Please note that if the user in question has already been created with access to 3270, it is possible to use
the same user ID in vp.ONLINE™ as is used in 3270.
The entered e-mail address for the new user will be the user’s login name. Therefore, it is important that it is the
user’s personal company e-mail address.

Accept creation
After clicking on Next as shown in Figure 2, you will see an accept screen in which you can accept the creation of a
user, as shown in Figure 3:
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Figure 3. Screen to "accept establishment of a user".

Here you can control the entered information. By pressing Accept, you will be led to the overview of access rights, as
shown in Figure 4. If you press Cancel, you will be returned to figure 2, where it is possible to corrects the information.

Access rights/services
The acceptance of the user creation has been successful and after clicking on the Accept button in Figure 3, you will
see the following screen:

Figure 4. Screen for "User rights", here as an example of the rights overview.

At the top of the screen, the CD-ident and user ID of the user that the master user is creating are displayed. The
services displayed are those to which the user can have access, according to its participant’s legal agreement with VP,
and which are available via vp.Online™.
By default, one service is ticked: User functions (ST00008), as the user must have access to this, to be able to use
vp.ONLINE™. The remaining services in Figure 4 are the services, which the master user is entitled to assign to its
users.
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The rights are assigned to the user by clicking on the Update button.

Acceptance of user rights
After clicking on Update in Figure 4, an acceptance function as shown in Figure 5 is displayed.

Figure 5. Screen for "Acceptance of assigned services".

This acceptance function displays to which services access has been given. If the selected rights needs to be changed
press the Cancel button which will take you back to figure 5. By pressing the Accept button the selected rights will be
approved. When you receive the message that the "User's rights have now been edited" the user's new rights will
have taken effect.
The user is now created in vp.ONLINE. At the same time, the "New One-time password (OTP)" screen will appear.
Together with the user data, the One-time password must be delivered to the user according to the relevant internal
procedure. The One-time password cannot be searched for at a later time, so it must be noted down immediately.
Otherwise, as a master user you can subsequently create a new One-time password for the user.

Figure 6. Screen for "New One-time password (OTP)".

Search user
To search for an existing user, the master user must use the Search user function under the User administration main
menu.
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Search
After this menu item has been selected, the following screen is displayed:

Figure 7. Screen for the "Search user" function.

Users can be searched for the participants stated in the drop-down list in the Participant field.
For the selected participant, the drop-down under Service can also be opened to a list of services assigned by the
master user in question, or which can be assigned to users for this particular participant.
To search for a specific user, this user's User ID and User name can be entered in the respective fields. Then click on
the Search button.

Search result
After clicking on Search in Figure 7, the search result will be presented as a list, as shown below:

Figure 8. Screen for the Search result from "Search user".

By default, the search result is sorted by the User ID column, but if you wish to sort by another column, click on the
column heading. After clicking on a column heading, an arrow cursor will be shown on the column. If the arrow is
pointing downwards, the list has been sorted in descending order, and if the arrow is pointing upwards, it has been
sorted in ascending order.
In the list, the user’s status is displayed in the User status column, while the status of the user's One-time password is
displayed in the PIN status column. If the user’s status is Suspended, the reason for the suspension is shown in the
Blocked reason column.
On searching by selected service, the result will solely include users that have already been assigned this service – and
in this situation, the service number will be displayed on the right-hand side in the search list.

Search result actions
In the search result, you can perform various actions for a given user. The actions that can be performed for a given
user will be displayed when you click on the respective row. You will then see a small menu, as shown below:
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Figure 9. Screen for "Possible actions for a given user".

In the right conditions, the master user has the following options:
 Detail (display the master data and changes registered for a user) with the option to edit the user name.
 Rights (display and edit a user's rights).
 Suspend (suspend a user's access).
 Re-open (re-open – if suspended - a user's access).
 Close (close a user's access).
 New pin (create One-time password for a user).
The content of the small menu may vary from user to user, since you will only be shown the actions that are possible
for the user in question.
Detail
If you have selected Detail in the small menu in Figure 9, you will go to the Detail user screen, as shown below:

Figure 10. "Display user" screen.

This displays the information concerning the user that you added when the user was created (see Figure 2). The user's
current status is also displayed (e.g. Active, Suspended, Approved, etc.).
The screen also displays the history of user changes over time.
With the Edit name button, the field to change User name will be opened and you can type in an updated user name
and then save it with the Save button, until the updated name has been saved OK.
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Rights
If you have selected Rights in the small menu in Figure 9, you will go to the Display user accesses screen, as shown in
Figure 4.
After clicking on the Send button, you will see an acceptance screen where you confirm the changes before they enter
into force. Then you will return to the search result displayed in Figure 9.
Suspend
If you have selected Suspend in the small menu in Figure 9, you will go to the Suspend user screen, as shown below:

Figure 11. "Suspend user" screen.

It is only possible to select Suspend if the selected user's status is either Approved or Active (see Appendix A). A reason
for the suspension must be given in the Cause text field.
After clicking on the Submit button, you will see a accept screen where you must accept the suspension in order to
execute the suspension. Then you will return to the search result displayed in Figure 9.
Re-open
If you have selected Re-open in the small menu in Figure 9, you will go directly to the accept function in order to reopen the user, as shown below:

Figure 12. "Re-open user" screen.

It is only possible to select Re-open if the selected user's status is Suspended (see Appendix A).
After pressing Accept, you will return to the search result displayed in Figure 9.
Close
If you have selected Close in the small menu in Figure 9, you will go to the Close user screen, as shown below:

Figure 13. "Close user" screen.
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After clicking on the Send button, you will see an accept screen which you accept to close the user. Then you will
return to the search result displayed in Figure 9.
Please note, however, that when you click on the Accept button in the acceptance screen, you are closing the user’s
access to vp.ONLINE™. This corresponds to the user’s access being deleted. Access cannot be reopened via the
Reopen function.
New One-time password
If you have selected New pin in the small menu in Figure 9, you will see a screen with new one-time password. This
will have to be delivered to the user via your own business procedures. It is only possible to create a new one-time
password if the status of the user is approved or active. The new one-time password can e.g. be used if the user has
forgotten their password or have lost access to their other security factor.
Note that the One-time password cannot be searched for at a later time.

4-eyes principle
The 4-eyes principle is a process which requires that a transaction can only take place after being processed by four
eyes – one person within the area approves the other person’s transactions, and vice versa
The principle can be used on sending updating transactions and can be selected at service level.
The logical reason for double approval of updating functions is to reduce the risk of errors and increase security.

Select 4-eyes principle
To select the 4-eyes principle, the master user must use the Select 4-eyes principle function, which is found under the
User administration main menu and is shown below:

Figure 14. Example of screen for "Select 4-eyes principle".

The drop-down list in the Participant field contains the CD-idents for which the master user can administer users, and
the required CD ident is selected.
To e.g. use the 4-eyes principle for the ST20351 vp.SETTLEMENT functions - updating service, the checkbox under 4eyes principle is used must be ticked.
If the ST20158 Stricter 4-eyes principle for CA dividends service is used, the checkbox under 4-eyes principle is used
must always be ticked.
Then click on the Update button and a confirmation message will be shown under the screen:
70: Use of the 4-eyes principle has been updated.
Please be aware that both vp.SETTLEMENT functions- updating and T2S 4 eyes principle must be ticked for correct
validation of 4 eyes principle
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Users under the selected CD-ident will then – within max. 24 hours - be subject to the 4-eyes principle in accordance
with the important rules and exemptions. Described in the section “4-eyes principle – IMPORTANT rules and
exemptions!”

Remove 4-eyes principle
To remove the 4-eyes principle for a given CD-ident, the procedure is the same as described in the above section.
However, the checkbox under 4-eyes principle is used will already be ticked.
If the 4-eyes principle is not to be applied to the ST20351 vp.SETTLEMENT functions - updating service, untick the
checkbox and then click on the Update button.
Under the screen, the confirmation message will be displayed:
70: Use of the 4-eyes principle has been updated.
Users under the selected CD-ident will then – within maximum 24 hours – be exempt from the 4-eyes principle.

4-eyes principle not possible
If, in Figure 14, a CD-ident to which the 4-eyes principle cannot be applied is selected from the list, the screen will
appear as follows:

Figure 15. The "Select 4-eyes principle" screen if the 4-eyes principle is not possible.

Under the screen this message will appear:
71: The participant cannot use the 4-eyes principle.

Activated 4-eyes principle shown to users
Users with access/services subject to the 4-eyes principle will be able to see this from a *) in the access overview

(under the General – About vp.ONLINE ™ menu item):
Figure 16. User with services subject to the 4-eyes principle.
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4-eyes principle – IMPORTANT rules and exemptions!
The table below shows how the users can update in VP according to their assigned access (services) in relation to the
participant's 4-eyes principle. Note in particular that certain users may be exempt from an activated 4-eyes principle
via their particular assigned access (services).

Area with 4-eyes principle
Create general ledger
movements (Issue and
redemption)

Import interest rate (Bond
interest rates)

Settlement
(updating)

Transfers (Move portfolios)

CA - dividend upload (with
adopted dividend)

Access
(Service)
ST20026

4-eyes status
(check=active)
Active

Consequence for users in relation to sending for
updating in VP:
Users with ST20026 cannot submit own issue and
redemption transactions
from the transaction queue.

ST20026

Inactive

Users with ST20026 can submit own issue and
redemption transactions.

Note:

ST20026 is a tightening of this opportunity, cf.
ST20006 - general ledger movements.
Users with ST20006 and without ST20026 can
thereby submit their own issue and redemption
transactions irrespective of the activated 4-eyes
principle.
Users with ST20138 cannot submit their own
interest rates from the transaction queue.

ST20138

Active

ST20138

Inactive

Users with ST20138 can submit their own interest
rates.

Note:

ST20138 is a tightening of this opportunity, cf.
ST20137 - Import interest rate.
Users with ST20137 and without ST20138 can
thereby submit their own interest rates
irrespective of the activated 4-eyes principle.
Users cannot submit their own Settlement
transactions from the transaction queue.

ST20351

Active

ST20351

Inactive

ST20354

Active

ST20354

Inactive

Users can submit their own transfer requests.

ST20158

Active

Users with ST20158 cannot submit their own
dividend with adopted dividend rate
from the transaction queue.

ST20158

Inactive

Users with ST20158 can submit their own
dividend with adopted dividend rate.
ST20158 is a tightening of this opportunity, cf.
ST20159 - CA dividend.
Users with ST20159 and without ST20158 can
thereby submit their own dividend with adopted
dividend rate irrespective of the activated 4-eyes
principle.

Users can submit their own Settlement
transactions.
Users cannot submit their own transfer requests
from the transaction queue.

Note:
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